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Pdf free Coaching presence building consciousness and
awareness in coaching interventions (Read Only)

one of the hallmarks of maturity as a coach is awareness of how your values beliefs and other factors affect your coaching
interventions it takes skill to notice these influences which can manifest both physically and mentally during coaching while
simultaneously ensuring a client focused approach coaching presence examines how self awareness can be built across key
aspects of coaching practice introducing a model that will help you make a conscious and deliberate choice for every
approach or intervention that you use with your client it explores how by paying close attention to the motivations behind
every coaching choice you can minimize the unconscious negative influences and bias to produce the best outcome for the client
and their wider system it will also help you recognize when conscious visibility expressed explicitly to the client may
actually be the best coaching solution an online supporting resource includes a leader as mediator white paper presence based
coaching offers coaches a hands on resource for developing the capacities and skills needed to be reliably present in all
situations and shows how to let go of habitual and often ineffective ways of responding as author and leadership expert
doug silsbee explains once a coach has mastered the inner moves of directing their own attention they can work to develop the
same capability in their clients the ability of a coach to facilitate lasting sustainable development in leaders rests on the
presence a coach offers to the coach client relationship all that is known is experiencing and experiencing is not divided into one
part an inside self that experiences and another part an outside object other or world that is experienced experiencing is
seamless and intimate made of knowing or awareness alone this intimacy in which there is no room for selves objects or others
is love itself it lies at its heart of all experience completely available under all circumstances rupert spira presence is one of
the most exciting and illuminating books on non duality i have encountered and its precision articulateness in naming the
nameless unparalleled depth and ability to inspire were constantly appreciated this book succeeds in taking the reader beyond
concepts and into the experiential level the irony is that this work which is so advanced and sophisticated in its use of
language thought and conceptualization is inexorably directed towards pure experiencing it is a brilliant and lucid work
carrying great strength and authority suggesting it is an indisputable source of truth victoria ritchie former manager of
watkins bookshop and editor for eckhart tolle practicing the presence is the celebrated guide to the awareness of the divine
and transcendental in our daily lives this modern spiritual classic is one of the three books joel goldsmith felt contained the
essence of all his teachings considered as one of the best introductory books to the message of the infinite way this book
allows the student to gently work with goldsmith in the realization of his or her true identity quiet guided meditations are
accompanied by the profound light and depth so associated with his teaching the student is then gradually lifted into that
wonderful state of consciousness that is beyond words and thoughts the message of this book is not a personal message it is
an age old wisdom that man shall not live by bread alone but by every word remembered in consciousness by every word and
thought of god held within us by this we live when we try to live without god we are living only with the human weapons of
this world when however we take this great truth into our consciousness and let it abide in use then we are clad in spiritual
armor and the only sword we need is the sword of the spirit and what is the sword of the spirit except every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of god this ground breaking new book from new york times bestselling author daniel j siegel m d
introduces readers to his pioneering science based meditation practice aware provides practical instruction for mastering the
wheel of awareness a life changing tool for cultivating more focus presence and peace in one s day to day life an in depth look
at the science that underlies meditation s effectiveness this book teaches readers how to harness the power of the principle
where attention goes neural firing flows and neural connection grows siegel reveals how developing a wheel of awareness
practice to focus attention open awareness and cultivate kind intention can literally help you grow a healthier brain and
reduce fear anxiety and stress in your life whether you have no experience with a reflective practice or are an experienced
practitioner aware is a hands on guide that will enable you to become more focussed and present as well as more energised and
emotionally resilient in the face of stress and the everyday challenges life throws your way the question of consciousness is
perhaps the most significant problem still unsolved by science in inner presence antti revonsuo proposes a novel approach to
the study of consciousness that integrates findings from philosophy psychology and cognitive neuroscience into a coherent
theoretical framework arguing that any fruitful scientific approach to the problem must consider both the subjective
psychological reality of consciousness and the objective neurobiological reality revonsuo proposes that the best strategy
for discovering the connection between these two realities is one of biological realism using tools of the empirical biological
sciences this approach which he calls the biological research program provides a theoretical and philosophical foundation
that contemporary study of consciousness lacks revonsuo coins the term world simulation metaphor and uses this metaphor
to develop a powerful way of thinking about consciousness as a biological system in the brain this leads him to propose that
the dreaming brain and visual consciousness are ideal model systems for empirical consciousness research he offers a
comprehensive overview and critical analysis of consciousness research and defends his approach against currently popular
philosophical views in particular against approaches that deny or externalize phenomenal consciousness or claim that brain
activity is not sufficient for consciousness he systematically examines the principal issues in the science of consciousness the
contents of consciousness the unity of consciousness and the binding problem the explanatory gap and the neural correlates
of consciousness and the causal powers and function ofconsciousness revonsuo draws together empirical data from a wide
variety of sources including dream research brain imaging neuropsychology and evolutionary psychology into the theoretical
framework of the biological research program thus pointing the way toward a unified biological science of consciousness
applying imaginative thought experiments inner presence reaches beyond the current state of the art revealing how the problem
of consciousness may eventually be solved by future science all that is known is experiencing and experiencing is not divided
into one part an inside self that experiences and another part an outside object other or world that is experienced experiencing
is seamless and intimate made of knowing or awareness alone this intimacy in which there is no room for selves objects or
others is love itself it lies at the heart of all experience completely available under all circumstances choice outstanding
academic title for 2020 more and more people are noticing links between urban geography and the spaces within the layout of
panels on the comics page benjamin fraser explores the representation of the city in a range of comics from across the globe
comics address the city as an idea a historical fact a social construction a material built environment a shared space forged
from the collective imagination or as a social arena navigated according to personal desire accordingly fraser brings insights
from urban theory to bear on specific comics the works selected comprise a variety of international alternative and
independent small press comics artists from engravings and early comics to single panel work graphic novels manga and trading
cards by artists such as will eisner tsutomu nihei hariton pushwagner julie doucet frans masereel and chris ware in the first
monograph on this subject fraser touches on many themes of modern urban life activism alienation consumerism fl�nerie
gentrification the mystery story science fiction sexual orientation and working class labor he leads readers to images of such
cities as barcelona buenos aires london lyon madrid montevideo montreal new york oslo paris s�o paolo and tokyo through
close readings each chapter introduces readers to specific comics artists and works and investigates a range of topics related
to the medium s spatial form stylistic variation and cultural prominence mainly fraser mixes interest in urbanism and
architecture with the creative strategies that comics artists employ to bring their urban images to life scientists clinicians
and mindfulness teachers discuss training the mind to bring more health and resiliency to our lives in this book daniel j siegel and
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marion f solomon have gathered leading writers to discuss such topics as attention resilience and mindfulness neuroplasticity
how the brain changes its function and structure in response to experience loving awareness as the foundation for mindful
living how mindfulness training can help build empathy and compassion in clinicians self compassion addictions using breath
practice to cultivate well being tools for clients who feel disconnected therapeutic presence how we show up for our clients
how we embody being aware and receptive the latest entry in the acclaimed norton series on interpersonal neurobiology this
book brings fresh voices to the all important topics of meditation mental training and consciousness mind consciousness and
well being offers a unique window into the science and art of taking our understanding of the mind and consciousness and
applying it to cultivating well being in our personal lives and our professional work contributors include pat ogden shauna
shapiro bonnie goldstein trudy goodman kornfield jack kornfield kristin neff judson brewer gary small amishi jha and more rev ed
of dreams and the growth of personality 2nd ed c1985 consciousness mattering presents a contemporary buddhist theory in
which brains bodies environments and cultures are relational infrastructures for human consciousness drawing on insights
from meditation neuroscience physics and evolutionary theory it demonstrates that human consciousness is not something
that occurs only in our heads and consists in the creative elaboration of relations among sensed and sensing presences and
more fundamentally between matter and what matters hershock argues that without consciousness there would only be
either unordered sameness or nothing at all evolution is consciousness mattering shedding new light on the co emergence of
subjective awareness and culture the possibility of machine consciousness the risks of algorithmic consciousness hacking and
the potentials of intentionally altered states of consciousness hershock invites us to consider how freely wisely and
compassionately consciousness matters modern medicine enables us to keep many people alive after they have suffered severe
brain damage and show no reliable outward signs of consciousness many such patients are misdiagnosed as being in a permanent
vegetative state when they are actually in a minimally conscious state this mistake has far reaching implications for
treatment and prognosis to alleviate this problem neuroscientists have recently developed new brain scanning methods to
detect consciousness in some of these patients and even to ask them questions including do you want to stay alive finding
consciousness the neuroscience ethics and law of severe brain damage addresses many questions regarding these recent
neuroscientific methods is what these methods detect really consciousness do patients feel pain should we decide whether or
not to let them die or are they competent to decide for themselves and which kinds of treatment should governments and
hospitals make available this edited volume provides contextual information surveys the issues and positions and takes
controversial stands from a wide variety of prominent contributors in fields ranging from neuroscience and neurology to law
and policy to philosophy and ethics finding consciousness should interest not only neuroscientists clinicians and ethicists but
anyone who might suffer brain damage which includes us all this volume of essays examines the problem of mind looking at how
the problem has appeared to neuroscientists in the widest sense from classical antiquity through to contemporary times
beginning with a look at ventricular neuropsychology in antiquity this book goes on to look at spinozan ideas on the links
between mind and body thomas willis and the foundation of neurology hooke s mechanical model of the mind and joseph priestley
s approach to the mind body problem the volume offers a chapter on the 19th century ottoman perspective on western thinking
further chapters trace the work of nineteenth century scholars including george henry lewes herbert spencer and emil du bois
reymond the book covers significant work from the twentieth century including an examination of alfred north whitehead and
the history of consciousness and particular attention is given to the development of quantum consciousness chapters on
slavery and the self and the development of an understanding of dualism bring this examination up to date on the latest 21st
century work in the field at the heart of this book is the matter of how we define the problem of consciousness itself has there
been any progress in our understanding of the working of mind and brain this work at the interface between science and the
humanities will appeal to experts from across many fields who wish to develop their understanding of the problem of
consciousness including scholars of neuroscience behavioural science and the history of science in a clear linear sequential
system highly regarded executive coach susan s freeman lays out a transformational path for mainstream western business
leaders through ancient yogic wisdom and guides leaders to become better versions of themselves so that they can create
positive change in their organizations despite having a desire to succeed we are so accustomed to working hard to reach our
goals and produce results in the workplace that many of us sacrifice our deeper humanity in the process this timely book is
ideally suited for the current era of anxiety and global upheaval that has awakened us to our collective dissatisfaction
with the status quo the philosophy of yoga is an ancient time tested system that enables us to shift internally so we may
continue creating innovating and initiating despite pressure and setbacks an empowering secret is how it enables us to be present
clear and connected susan utilizes modern vocabulary to share these concepts and simple processes that have been proven
effective over several millennia these yogic principles and practices will transform working relationships from conflict
creating stress inducing goal oriented reactive struggles into harmonious effective and responsive partnerships the result will
be deeper fulfillment and joy from work and enable people to see opportunities that were previously hidden ultimately they will
feel more confident that they have the right motivations and therefore can trust that they are doing the right things for the
right reasons readers will learn how to stay calm be resourceful and confidently respond with compassion and equanimity
even under pressure from external forces become an inspiring effective leader and a more joyful human through the timeless
principles of yoga discover how to become connected within yourself so that you can always bring your best self to your
leadership and trust it too create and maintain a healthy culture that values human relationships understand the simple
sequential system that will shift your perspective while developing an internal compass to get you where you want to go
adapt confidently to stressful changes and setbacks while getting off the reactive hamster wheel once and for all embrace a
complete integrative framework for self management from the inside out there is a strong post pandemic shift to a more
humanistic holistic workplace with a renewed emphasis on people as much as profits this book is uniquely positioned to make
this shift a reality context awareness is one of the drivers of the ubiquitous computing paradigm well designed context
modeling and context retrieval approaches are key p requisites in any context aware system location is one of the primary
aspects of all major context models together with time identity and activity from the technical side sensing fusing and
distributing location and other context information is as important as providing context awareness to applications and
services in pervasive systems thematerialsummarizedinthisvolumewasselectedforthe1stinternational workshop on location
and context awareness loca 2005 held in coope tion with the 3rd international conference on pervasive computing 2005 the
workshop was organized by the institute of communications and navigation of the german aerospace center dlr in oberpfa
enhofen and the mobile and distributed systems group of the university of munich during the workshop novel positioning
algorithms and location sensing te niques were discussed comprising not only enhancements of singular systems like positioning
in gsm or wlan but also hybrid technologies such as the integration of global satellite systems with inertial positioning
furthermore provements in sensor technology as well as the integration and fusion of sensors were addressed both on a
theoretical and on an implementation level personal and con dential data such as location data of users have p found
implications for personal information privacy thus privacy protection privacy oriented location aware systems and how
privacy a ects the feasibility and usefulness of systems were also addressed in the workshop consciousness is arguably the
most important interdisciplinary area in contemporary philosophy of mind with an explosion of research over the past thirty
years from philosophers psychologists and scientists it is also perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the world despite the fact
that it is familiar to each of us consciousness also seems resistant to any straightforward physical explanation this book
introduces readers to the contemporary problem of consciousness providing a clear introduction to the overall landscape
and a fair minded critical survey of various theories of consciousness beginning with essential historical background to the
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problem of consciousness rocco gennaro explores the following key topics and debates the metaphysical problem of
consciousness including varieties of dualism and materialism consciousness and neuroscience particularly the question of
whether consciousness can be reduced to brain activity or attentional mechanisms representational and cognitive theories of
consciousness consciousness and psychopathology animals machines and consciousness extensive use is made of interesting
phenomena throughout the book ranging from blindsight synaesthesia and change blindness to phantom limb syndrome split brain
cases and dissociative identity disorder did the inclusion of chapter summaries annotated further reading and a glossary make
this book essential reading for anyone seeking a clear and informative overview of the problem of consciousness not only in
philosophy but related fields such as psychology and cognitive science first published in 1995 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company a significant driver of disengagement amongst employees is a lack of psychological safety
generated from weak and underdeveloped intra and interpersonal skills on the part of managers addressing the issue head on this
book enables leaders to lead with conscious awareness to build and sustain psychologically safe cultures through which
team members may positively engage with work in a far more meaningful and purposeful way all too often leadership follower
relationships are purely transactional and focus on errors and problems resulting in an impoverished transactional leadership
culture these dynamics result in weak rapport low levels of emotional intelligence on the part of line managers and
subsequently employee disengagement this book unpacks these drivers in detail and builds a model that can be used as the basis
of personal development and as a large scale intervention into the leadership culture of an organisation this model is very
accessible and can be used in a structured training programme through a series of action learning workshops based upon
coaching relationships and mutual dialogue the book is ideal reading for hrm managers change leaders learning and development
managers students of management and leadership and line managers in organisations who are involved in leadership roles a
central claim of this book is that the emergence of humanity involves a splitting of consciousness the ability of consciousness
to become reflectively aware of itself but the splitting of consciousness is simultaneously the development of the possibility
of fragmentation incoherence within consciousness and alienation non unity of consciousness with others and the world thus
through the growth of reflective consciousness separation comes to permeate the whole of human experience so understood it
creates the need for integration and rossman s discussion ultimately centers on its attainment within this perspective various
aspects of consciousness including perception organic sensation desire and belief are explored there is also extensive discussion
of personal identity or the experience of being a self finally the above analyses provide the ground for discussions of freedom
morality and being religious this book is a step by step excursion into the unfolding of consciousness it merges science and
spirituality in simple christian terms to attune the reader to body mind and spirit the book begins with the knowledge of our
oneness with a god that is everywhere in pureconsciousness and then it leads one to the ultimate christian goal the book
attunes the reader to science and spirituality because they are not divorced but compliment each other scientist and prophets
through out all the ages of civilization have recognized the immense power that governs and controls the universe what makes
a moral person moral who decides what morality means what makes leadership practice moral in today s schools what stands
as moral leadership these are questions that reflect the complexity integral to the calculus of human morality especially in
a world that is defined daily by its variant meanings of morality its acts of immorality the school as an educational setting
is or should be a decidedly moral center of the society it is the natural intersect between the family and the multi dimensional
nature of public life educational leadership and moral literacy addresses these questions situating the reader in a
conversation that examines the meaning and nature of moral leadership through the lens of moral literacy and the
dispositional aims of moral leadership in educational settings the contributing authors extend an argument that the work of
leader educators and practitioners alike must continuously be re articulated around the dispositional aims aligned with a
moral democratic education educators must be concerned with developing the moral intellectual and aesthetic dimensions of
the educational leader as a moral person embracing the age of digital grimoires alt witchery a diy guide to building your book
of shadows in a tech savvy world empowers you to craft a modern magical practice this comprehensive guide explores the
core principles of witchcraft helping you translate ancient traditions into a digital format that integrates seamlessly with
your life forget bulky tomes discover how to leverage the power of technology to design a dynamic and personalized book of
shadows learn how to weave spells craft rituals and curate your magical toolkit using apps online resources and digital
tools packed with practical exercises prompts and inspiration alt witchery will equip you to build a digital book of shadows
that reflects your unique magical path utilize digital tools for spellcasting sigil creation and moon phase tracking discover
online resources for deepening your knowledge of herbs crystals and magical lore connect with a vibrant online witchcraft
community for support and inspiration whether you re a tech savvy witch seeking to modernize your practice or a curious
newcomer drawn to the allure of magic alt witchery a diy guide to building your book of shadows in a tech savvy world is
your essential guide to creating a powerful and practical magical toolkit for the digital age what is consciousness what is
life what is the universe this book explores these three interconnected questions providing deep insights into the past present
and future of consciousness research consciousness life and the universe builds a unified view of consciousness across
biological chemical and physical scales tracing the natural connections from the infinitesimally small to the infinitely big from
quantum fields and elementary particles to molecules cells and living organisms to the cosmos from the evolution of life to
the evolution of the universe and to the future of humanity the book provides a unified framework for future consciousness
studies and identifies the scientific and technological approaches that are essential for further understanding consciousness
through this pioneering research approach the book clearly redefines consciousness and life and conceives a plausible view of
the origin and nature of the universe this is a must read for students and researchers in consciousness studies cognitive
psychology cognitive science and neuroscience as well as anyone interested in the biological and physical basis of
consciousness and the history and evolution of consciousness research as modern technologies continue to develop and
evolve the ability of users to interface with new systems becomes a paramount concern research into new ways for humans to
make use of advanced computers and other such technologies is necessary to fully realize the potential of 21st century
tools human computer interaction concepts methodologies tools and applications gathers research on user interfaces for
advanced technologies and how these interfaces can facilitate new developments in the fields of robotics assistive
technologies and computational intelligence this four volume reference contains cutting edge research for computer scientists
faculty and students of robotics digital science and networked communications and clinicians invested in assistive
technologies this seminal reference work includes chapters on topics pertaining to system usability interactive design mobile
interfaces virtual worlds and more this book provides a framework grounded in the international coach federation s eight core
competencies for understanding the coaching relationship and how it benefits the client it helps the reader to understand the
wide variety of applications of personal coaching and explains the change and coaching models that have evolved over
decades publisher description framing consciousness in art examines how the conscious mind enacts and processes the frame that
both surrounds the work of art yet is also shown as an element inside its space these frames in frames may be seen in works by
teniers vel�zquez vermeer degas rodin and cartier bresson and in the films of alfred hitchcock and bu�uel the book also deals
with framing in a variety of cultural contexts indian chinese and african going beyond euro american formalist and aesthetic
concerns which dominate critical theories of the frame the book consists of research contributions dealing with the crucial
notion of situationalawareness within assistive smart systems emerging as an overarching concept an appliedcomputer science
character has been retained whilst bringing to the fore research projectswhere formal knowledge representation and reasoning
techniques have been demonstrated to be applicableto areas within the broader field of ambient intelligence and smart
environments pios press is an international science technical and medical publisher of high quality books for academics
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scientists and professionals in all fields psome of the areas we publish our spiritual destiny manifesting new bodies discusses
the ways that evolutionary forces are continuing to unfold through all gradations of life it explains the purpose of human
life as the expansion of consciousness in matter through ongoing body development we have the choice to fulfill this purpose
consciously at an accelerated pace by changing and raising the matter of our bodies to a level of our divine essence utilizing
the capacities of our higher selves within an initiatory framework of growth and transmutation we can actively participate in
our body development thereby helping to expedite the manifestation of new bodies the following are passages from various
chapters in the book from alignment clarification many of the ancient wisdom traditions sacred religious texts and modern day
writers have all alluded to some form of physical transcendence life extension or the raising and refinement of the physical
body from the past each culture religion or entity has its own interpretation and language of what the stories mean or
symbolize and how they apply to the present day i believe that many of these references relate to physical ascension physical
body perfection or physical immortality all include the same premise that our bodies are of a nature and essence which enable
their transformation from our journey into matter i have come to see all of creation as a work in progress gradually working
its way towards fulfillment through evolutionary forces matter is continually being prepared to express ever higher aspects
of consciousness in our physical life it may not always seem like it but i also believe we are important agents of change for
the expansion of consciousness in the world our immortal human spirit repeatedly reincarnates within humanity with increasing
experience to help unfold and expand a higher plan for matter however our main problem with this task is that by taking
physical form in matter bodies we cannot remember our divine origins in the inner unseen realms from remembering some religious
scholars suggest that the essence of all sacred material is somehow buried deep within our being if this is true then helping us
remember must be the intent and purpose of all divinely inspired sacred books spiritual literature and cultural myths in the
world somewhere in our being or higher self we already know the purpose of physical life in matter as evolution progresses and
our consciousness expands through time we are incrementally working towards remembering this purpose from spiritual
orientation and alignment for most of us the physical demands of our daily lives capture our conscious attention and vital
energies this happens gradually within our ritualized patterns and daily activities through this physical focus and orientation
the crystallizing force in matter constructs barriers within our consciousness and bodies that maintain and reinforce this
alignment because of its compelling and coalescing nature our life energies are drained through attachment to the form and
routine of our lives as a result we usually feel and believe we have little left over to devote to our spiritual development
from health and new body alignment most people have grown up with a body centered identity everything about living in the
world seems to condition us to identify with this orientation the realities of physical life throughout history have
encouraged us to strengthen build up or perfect our natural body in one way or another this alignment has ensured the
survival of our species even today in our modern world we continue to value the attributes of physical strength fitness and
vitality as the ultimate experience of a good life from the standpoint of our present bodies and our collective beliefs about
them this orientation is helpful and necessary however this book brings forward an extraordinary refreshing point of view of
the first teaching of the reality beyond duality into the trinity of your true essence the diamond geometry of light activates
the full dna and accelerates the ascension process this book offers specific exercises and practices that help you use these
tools to breath the diamond light back into your awareness the female merkaba is an important component to the diamond light
it is a message for everyone and specifically useful for those people that are ready to take the next step in their own personal
evolution broadening your awareness is the key this book details a model of consciousness supported by scientific experimental
data from the human brain it presents how the corollary discharge of attention movement codam neural network model
allows for a scientific understanding of consciousness as well as provides a solution to the mind body problem the book
provides readers with a general approach to consciousness that is powerful enough to lead to the inner self and its
ramifications for the vast range of human experiences it also offers an approach to the evolution of human consciousness and
features chapters on mental disease especially schizophrenia and on meditative states including drug induced states of mind
solving the mind body problem bridges the gap that exists between philosophers of mind and the neuroscience community
allowing the enormous weight of theorizing on the nature of mind to be brought to earth and put under the probing gaze of the
scientific facts of life and mind location awareness in the age of google maps explores the mundane act of navigating cities in
the age of digital mapping infrastructures noone follows the frictions routing through google maps categorising and
classifying of spatial information complicating the assumption that digital maps distort a sense of direction noone argues
that google maps location awareness does more than just organise and orient a representation of space it also organises and
orients imaginaries of publicness selfsufficiency legibility and error at the same time location awareness in the age of google
maps helps to animate the ordinary ways people are challenging and refusing google maps vision of the world drawing on an
arts based field study spanning the streets of london new york london toronto and amsterdam noone s encounters of asking
for directions open up lines of inquiry and spatial scores that cut through google s universal mapping project location
awareness in the age of google maps will be essential reading for information studies and media studies scholars and students
with an interest in embodied information practices critical information studies and critical data studies the book will also
appeal to an urban studies audience engaged in work on the digital city and the datafication of urban environments this book is
about the neuroscience of you and the mind body connection starting with the evolution of awareness the book will explain
the theory of mind and how it relates to our ability to recognize ourselves in the mirror in the second part the book will
discuss the philosophy of consciousness and how we could create consciousness with artificial intelligence who is this for
what is it about what will it do for me this book is for anyone interested in the inner mechanisms that make up you your
consciousness your perception of self and your awareness while it raises significant philosophic and scientific questions it is
an introductory book and can be read and understood by anyone new to the topic the book explains how our brain evolved
over millions of years what damage to our brain can do to our conscious experience of the world and how we could recreate
human consciousness in a mechanical system for you the reader the book will provide you with a new perspective on free will
consciousness and philosophy imagine one of our ancestors in the distant past sitting near a lake lost in thought she looks
into the water and sees her reflection then for the first time in the evolutionary history of humans the question is asked what
is this experience i have of myself unbeknownst to her that question would vex humanity through modern times today there is
again an entity looking into a proverbial lake and examining its reflection while artificial intelligence is still in its infancy it is
on the verge of recognizing itself and asking the same question who am i the closer we come to a machine that seems to be as
intelligent as a human being the more we start to worry about our own subjective experience if a computer eventually becomes
indistinguishable from us what makes humans special what is our role in the universe if we are so similar to a computer program
does your brain need you at all in this book i will examine from the ground up questions about consciousness many steps
toward the understanding of the self will tell you nothing about the self until your right hemisphere connects everything into
one idea as you understand the concept such an insight is also called an epiphany using a brain scanner we can actually
observe someone having an epiphany when the brain s right hemisphere suddenly buzzes with activity while the left hemisphere
deals with concrete entities the right hemisphere helps with looking for alternative meanings for example the left hemisphere
might identify a bank as a financial institution while the right hemisphere also considers it to be the edge of a river riverbank in
the old indo aryan language sanskrit an epiphany leading you to the answer about who you are is called bodhi which literally
means awakening or enlightenment similarly the name buddha means the awakened one or the enlightened one a similar idea can be
found in zen buddhism as satori which corresponds to a very sudden insight this book shows some of the steps leading to satori
combining the insights of philosophers and scientists into a new idea of what the self means with this knowledge we can better
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reflect on our own values and act according to reality rather than just blindly following someone else s beliefs my goal
with the book is to give you an introduction to neuroscience that is not scattered into different parts i aim to focus on
helping you to answer the following questions what is the self does your brain even need a self is there a consciousness
beyond the body what is this seemingly mysterious subjective experience we share how can we think dream plan feel and make
decisions
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Coaching Presence

2014-03-03

one of the hallmarks of maturity as a coach is awareness of how your values beliefs and other factors affect your coaching
interventions it takes skill to notice these influences which can manifest both physically and mentally during coaching while
simultaneously ensuring a client focused approach coaching presence examines how self awareness can be built across key
aspects of coaching practice introducing a model that will help you make a conscious and deliberate choice for every
approach or intervention that you use with your client it explores how by paying close attention to the motivations behind
every coaching choice you can minimize the unconscious negative influences and bias to produce the best outcome for the client
and their wider system it will also help you recognize when conscious visibility expressed explicitly to the client may
actually be the best coaching solution an online supporting resource includes a leader as mediator white paper

Presence-Based Coaching

2008-11-17

presence based coaching offers coaches a hands on resource for developing the capacities and skills needed to be reliably
present in all situations and shows how to let go of habitual and often ineffective ways of responding as author and
leadership expert doug silsbee explains once a coach has mastered the inner moves of directing their own attention they can
work to develop the same capability in their clients the ability of a coach to facilitate lasting sustainable development in
leaders rests on the presence a coach offers to the coach client relationship

Presence

2011

all that is known is experiencing and experiencing is not divided into one part an inside self that experiences and another part an
outside object other or world that is experienced experiencing is seamless and intimate made of knowing or awareness alone this
intimacy in which there is no room for selves objects or others is love itself it lies at its heart of all experience completely
available under all circumstances rupert spira presence is one of the most exciting and illuminating books on non duality i have
encountered and its precision articulateness in naming the nameless unparalleled depth and ability to inspire were constantly
appreciated this book succeeds in taking the reader beyond concepts and into the experiential level the irony is that this work
which is so advanced and sophisticated in its use of language thought and conceptualization is inexorably directed towards
pure experiencing it is a brilliant and lucid work carrying great strength and authority suggesting it is an indisputable source
of truth victoria ritchie former manager of watkins bookshop and editor for eckhart tolle

Presence

2003

practicing the presence is the celebrated guide to the awareness of the divine and transcendental in our daily lives this modern
spiritual classic is one of the three books joel goldsmith felt contained the essence of all his teachings considered as one of
the best introductory books to the message of the infinite way this book allows the student to gently work with goldsmith
in the realization of his or her true identity quiet guided meditations are accompanied by the profound light and depth so
associated with his teaching the student is then gradually lifted into that wonderful state of consciousness that is beyond
words and thoughts the message of this book is not a personal message it is an age old wisdom that man shall not live by
bread alone but by every word remembered in consciousness by every word and thought of god held within us by this we live
when we try to live without god we are living only with the human weapons of this world when however we take this great
truth into our consciousness and let it abide in use then we are clad in spiritual armor and the only sword we need is the
sword of the spirit and what is the sword of the spirit except every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of god

Practicing the Presence

2003

this ground breaking new book from new york times bestselling author daniel j siegel m d introduces readers to his pioneering
science based meditation practice aware provides practical instruction for mastering the wheel of awareness a life changing
tool for cultivating more focus presence and peace in one s day to day life an in depth look at the science that underlies
meditation s effectiveness this book teaches readers how to harness the power of the principle where attention goes neural
firing flows and neural connection grows siegel reveals how developing a wheel of awareness practice to focus attention
open awareness and cultivate kind intention can literally help you grow a healthier brain and reduce fear anxiety and stress in
your life whether you have no experience with a reflective practice or are an experienced practitioner aware is a hands on guide
that will enable you to become more focussed and present as well as more energised and emotionally resilient in the face of
stress and the everyday challenges life throws your way

Aware

2018-09-03

the question of consciousness is perhaps the most significant problem still unsolved by science in inner presence antti revonsuo
proposes a novel approach to the study of consciousness that integrates findings from philosophy psychology and cognitive
neuroscience into a coherent theoretical framework arguing that any fruitful scientific approach to the problem must consider
both the subjective psychological reality of consciousness and the objective neurobiological reality revonsuo proposes that
the best strategy for discovering the connection between these two realities is one of biological realism using tools of the
empirical biological sciences this approach which he calls the biological research program provides a theoretical and
philosophical foundation that contemporary study of consciousness lacks revonsuo coins the term world simulation
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metaphor and uses this metaphor to develop a powerful way of thinking about consciousness as a biological system in the
brain this leads him to propose that the dreaming brain and visual consciousness are ideal model systems for empirical
consciousness research he offers a comprehensive overview and critical analysis of consciousness research and defends his
approach against currently popular philosophical views in particular against approaches that deny or externalize phenomenal
consciousness or claim that brain activity is not sufficient for consciousness he systematically examines the principal issues
in the science of consciousness the contents of consciousness the unity of consciousness and the binding problem the
explanatory gap and the neural correlates of consciousness and the causal powers and function ofconsciousness revonsuo
draws together empirical data from a wide variety of sources including dream research brain imaging neuropsychology and
evolutionary psychology into the theoretical framework of the biological research program thus pointing the way toward a
unified biological science of consciousness applying imaginative thought experiments inner presence reaches beyond the current
state of the art revealing how the problem of consciousness may eventually be solved by future science

Presence of Mind

1885

all that is known is experiencing and experiencing is not divided into one part an inside self that experiences and another part an
outside object other or world that is experienced experiencing is seamless and intimate made of knowing or awareness alone this
intimacy in which there is no room for selves objects or others is love itself it lies at the heart of all experience completely
available under all circumstances

Inner Presence

2006

choice outstanding academic title for 2020 more and more people are noticing links between urban geography and the spaces
within the layout of panels on the comics page benjamin fraser explores the representation of the city in a range of comics from
across the globe comics address the city as an idea a historical fact a social construction a material built environment a
shared space forged from the collective imagination or as a social arena navigated according to personal desire accordingly
fraser brings insights from urban theory to bear on specific comics the works selected comprise a variety of international
alternative and independent small press comics artists from engravings and early comics to single panel work graphic novels
manga and trading cards by artists such as will eisner tsutomu nihei hariton pushwagner julie doucet frans masereel and chris
ware in the first monograph on this subject fraser touches on many themes of modern urban life activism alienation consumerism
fl�nerie gentrification the mystery story science fiction sexual orientation and working class labor he leads readers to images
of such cities as barcelona buenos aires london lyon madrid montevideo montreal new york oslo paris s�o paolo and tokyo
through close readings each chapter introduces readers to specific comics artists and works and investigates a range of
topics related to the medium s spatial form stylistic variation and cultural prominence mainly fraser mixes interest in urbanism
and architecture with the creative strategies that comics artists employ to bring their urban images to life

Presence, Volume II

2016

scientists clinicians and mindfulness teachers discuss training the mind to bring more health and resiliency to our lives in this
book daniel j siegel and marion f solomon have gathered leading writers to discuss such topics as attention resilience and
mindfulness neuroplasticity how the brain changes its function and structure in response to experience loving awareness as the
foundation for mindful living how mindfulness training can help build empathy and compassion in clinicians self compassion
addictions using breath practice to cultivate well being tools for clients who feel disconnected therapeutic presence how we
show up for our clients how we embody being aware and receptive the latest entry in the acclaimed norton series on
interpersonal neurobiology this book brings fresh voices to the all important topics of meditation mental training and
consciousness mind consciousness and well being offers a unique window into the science and art of taking our understanding
of the mind and consciousness and applying it to cultivating well being in our personal lives and our professional work
contributors include pat ogden shauna shapiro bonnie goldstein trudy goodman kornfield jack kornfield kristin neff judson
brewer gary small amishi jha and more

Reclaiming Vitality and Presence

2007

rev ed of dreams and the growth of personality 2nd ed c1985

Visible Cities, Global Comics

2019-09-25

consciousness mattering presents a contemporary buddhist theory in which brains bodies environments and cultures are
relational infrastructures for human consciousness drawing on insights from meditation neuroscience physics and
evolutionary theory it demonstrates that human consciousness is not something that occurs only in our heads and consists
in the creative elaboration of relations among sensed and sensing presences and more fundamentally between matter and what
matters hershock argues that without consciousness there would only be either unordered sameness or nothing at all
evolution is consciousness mattering shedding new light on the co emergence of subjective awareness and culture the
possibility of machine consciousness the risks of algorithmic consciousness hacking and the potentials of intentionally altered
states of consciousness hershock invites us to consider how freely wisely and compassionately consciousness matters

Mind, Consciousness, and Well-Being (Norton Series on Interpersonal Neurobiology)

2020-09-29
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modern medicine enables us to keep many people alive after they have suffered severe brain damage and show no reliable outward
signs of consciousness many such patients are misdiagnosed as being in a permanent vegetative state when they are actually in
a minimally conscious state this mistake has far reaching implications for treatment and prognosis to alleviate this problem
neuroscientists have recently developed new brain scanning methods to detect consciousness in some of these patients and even
to ask them questions including do you want to stay alive finding consciousness the neuroscience ethics and law of severe
brain damage addresses many questions regarding these recent neuroscientific methods is what these methods detect really
consciousness do patients feel pain should we decide whether or not to let them die or are they competent to decide for
themselves and which kinds of treatment should governments and hospitals make available this edited volume provides
contextual information surveys the issues and positions and takes controversial stands from a wide variety of prominent
contributors in fields ranging from neuroscience and neurology to law and policy to philosophy and ethics finding
consciousness should interest not only neuroscientists clinicians and ethicists but anyone who might suffer brain damage
which includes us all

Dreams, Consciousness, Spirit

2000

this volume of essays examines the problem of mind looking at how the problem has appeared to neuroscientists in the widest
sense from classical antiquity through to contemporary times beginning with a look at ventricular neuropsychology in
antiquity this book goes on to look at spinozan ideas on the links between mind and body thomas willis and the foundation of
neurology hooke s mechanical model of the mind and joseph priestley s approach to the mind body problem the volume offers a
chapter on the 19th century ottoman perspective on western thinking further chapters trace the work of nineteenth century
scholars including george henry lewes herbert spencer and emil du bois reymond the book covers significant work from the
twentieth century including an examination of alfred north whitehead and the history of consciousness and particular
attention is given to the development of quantum consciousness chapters on slavery and the self and the development of an
understanding of dualism bring this examination up to date on the latest 21st century work in the field at the heart of this
book is the matter of how we define the problem of consciousness itself has there been any progress in our understanding of the
working of mind and brain this work at the interface between science and the humanities will appeal to experts from across
many fields who wish to develop their understanding of the problem of consciousness including scholars of neuroscience
behavioural science and the history of science

Consciousness Mattering

2023-12-14

in a clear linear sequential system highly regarded executive coach susan s freeman lays out a transformational path for
mainstream western business leaders through ancient yogic wisdom and guides leaders to become better versions of themselves
so that they can create positive change in their organizations despite having a desire to succeed we are so accustomed to
working hard to reach our goals and produce results in the workplace that many of us sacrifice our deeper humanity in the
process this timely book is ideally suited for the current era of anxiety and global upheaval that has awakened us to our
collective dissatisfaction with the status quo the philosophy of yoga is an ancient time tested system that enables us to
shift internally so we may continue creating innovating and initiating despite pressure and setbacks an empowering secret is
how it enables us to be present clear and connected susan utilizes modern vocabulary to share these concepts and simple
processes that have been proven effective over several millennia these yogic principles and practices will transform working
relationships from conflict creating stress inducing goal oriented reactive struggles into harmonious effective and responsive
partnerships the result will be deeper fulfillment and joy from work and enable people to see opportunities that were
previously hidden ultimately they will feel more confident that they have the right motivations and therefore can trust that
they are doing the right things for the right reasons readers will learn how to stay calm be resourceful and confidently
respond with compassion and equanimity even under pressure from external forces become an inspiring effective leader and a more
joyful human through the timeless principles of yoga discover how to become connected within yourself so that you can
always bring your best self to your leadership and trust it too create and maintain a healthy culture that values human
relationships understand the simple sequential system that will shift your perspective while developing an internal compass to
get you where you want to go adapt confidently to stressful changes and setbacks while getting off the reactive hamster
wheel once and for all embrace a complete integrative framework for self management from the inside out there is a strong post
pandemic shift to a more humanistic holistic workplace with a renewed emphasis on people as much as profits this book is
uniquely positioned to make this shift a reality

Platonic Jung And the Nature of Self

2017-04-17

context awareness is one of the drivers of the ubiquitous computing paradigm well designed context modeling and context
retrieval approaches are key p requisites in any context aware system location is one of the primary aspects of all major
context models together with time identity and activity from the technical side sensing fusing and distributing location and
other context information is as important as providing context awareness to applications and services in pervasive systems
thematerialsummarizedinthisvolumewasselectedforthe1stinternational workshop on location and context awareness loca
2005 held in coope tion with the 3rd international conference on pervasive computing 2005 the workshop was organized by
the institute of communications and navigation of the german aerospace center dlr in oberpfa enhofen and the mobile and
distributed systems group of the university of munich during the workshop novel positioning algorithms and location sensing te
niques were discussed comprising not only enhancements of singular systems like positioning in gsm or wlan but also hybrid
technologies such as the integration of global satellite systems with inertial positioning furthermore provements in sensor
technology as well as the integration and fusion of sensors were addressed both on a theoretical and on an implementation
level personal and con dential data such as location data of users have p found implications for personal information
privacy thus privacy protection privacy oriented location aware systems and how privacy a ects the feasibility and
usefulness of systems were also addressed in the workshop
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Finding Consciousness

2016-01-13

consciousness is arguably the most important interdisciplinary area in contemporary philosophy of mind with an explosion of
research over the past thirty years from philosophers psychologists and scientists it is also perhaps the most puzzling aspect
of the world despite the fact that it is familiar to each of us consciousness also seems resistant to any straightforward
physical explanation this book introduces readers to the contemporary problem of consciousness providing a clear
introduction to the overall landscape and a fair minded critical survey of various theories of consciousness beginning with
essential historical background to the problem of consciousness rocco gennaro explores the following key topics and debates
the metaphysical problem of consciousness including varieties of dualism and materialism consciousness and neuroscience
particularly the question of whether consciousness can be reduced to brain activity or attentional mechanisms
representational and cognitive theories of consciousness consciousness and psychopathology animals machines and
consciousness extensive use is made of interesting phenomena throughout the book ranging from blindsight synaesthesia and
change blindness to phantom limb syndrome split brain cases and dissociative identity disorder did the inclusion of chapter
summaries annotated further reading and a glossary make this book essential reading for anyone seeking a clear and informative
overview of the problem of consciousness not only in philosophy but related fields such as psychology and cognitive science

Brain, Mind and Consciousness in the History of Neuroscience

2014-04-23

first published in 1995 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Inner Switch

2023-05-09

a significant driver of disengagement amongst employees is a lack of psychological safety generated from weak and
underdeveloped intra and interpersonal skills on the part of managers addressing the issue head on this book enables leaders to
lead with conscious awareness to build and sustain psychologically safe cultures through which team members may
positively engage with work in a far more meaningful and purposeful way all too often leadership follower relationships are
purely transactional and focus on errors and problems resulting in an impoverished transactional leadership culture these
dynamics result in weak rapport low levels of emotional intelligence on the part of line managers and subsequently employee
disengagement this book unpacks these drivers in detail and builds a model that can be used as the basis of personal development
and as a large scale intervention into the leadership culture of an organisation this model is very accessible and can be used in
a structured training programme through a series of action learning workshops based upon coaching relationships and mutual
dialogue the book is ideal reading for hrm managers change leaders learning and development managers students of management
and leadership and line managers in organisations who are involved in leadership roles

Location- and Context-Awareness

2005-05-03

a central claim of this book is that the emergence of humanity involves a splitting of consciousness the ability of
consciousness to become reflectively aware of itself but the splitting of consciousness is simultaneously the development of
the possibility of fragmentation incoherence within consciousness and alienation non unity of consciousness with others and
the world thus through the growth of reflective consciousness separation comes to permeate the whole of human experience
so understood it creates the need for integration and rossman s discussion ultimately centers on its attainment within this
perspective various aspects of consciousness including perception organic sensation desire and belief are explored there is also
extensive discussion of personal identity or the experience of being a self finally the above analyses provide the ground for
discussions of freedom morality and being religious

Brain States and Neural Mechanisms of Consciousness

2022-09-30

this book is a step by step excursion into the unfolding of consciousness it merges science and spirituality in simple christian
terms to attune the reader to body mind and spirit the book begins with the knowledge of our oneness with a god that is
everywhere in pureconsciousness and then it leads one to the ultimate christian goal the book attunes the reader to science
and spirituality because they are not divorced but compliment each other scientist and prophets through out all the ages of
civilization have recognized the immense power that governs and controls the universe

Consciousness

2016-10-04

what makes a moral person moral who decides what morality means what makes leadership practice moral in today s schools
what stands as moral leadership these are questions that reflect the complexity integral to the calculus of human morality
especially in a world that is defined daily by its variant meanings of morality its acts of immorality the school as an
educational setting is or should be a decidedly moral center of the society it is the natural intersect between the family and
the multi dimensional nature of public life educational leadership and moral literacy addresses these questions situating the
reader in a conversation that examines the meaning and nature of moral leadership through the lens of moral literacy and the
dispositional aims of moral leadership in educational settings the contributing authors extend an argument that the work of
leader educators and practitioners alike must continuously be re articulated around the dispositional aims aligned with a
moral democratic education educators must be concerned with developing the moral intellectual and aesthetic dimensions of
the educational leader as a moral person
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Questions of Consciousness

2003-12-16

embracing the age of digital grimoires alt witchery a diy guide to building your book of shadows in a tech savvy world
empowers you to craft a modern magical practice this comprehensive guide explores the core principles of witchcraft helping
you translate ancient traditions into a digital format that integrates seamlessly with your life forget bulky tomes discover
how to leverage the power of technology to design a dynamic and personalized book of shadows learn how to weave spells
craft rituals and curate your magical toolkit using apps online resources and digital tools packed with practical exercises
prompts and inspiration alt witchery will equip you to build a digital book of shadows that reflects your unique magical
path utilize digital tools for spellcasting sigil creation and moon phase tracking discover online resources for deepening your
knowledge of herbs crystals and magical lore connect with a vibrant online witchcraft community for support and inspiration
whether you re a tech savvy witch seeking to modernize your practice or a curious newcomer drawn to the allure of magic alt
witchery a diy guide to building your book of shadows in a tech savvy world is your essential guide to creating a powerful
and practical magical toolkit for the digital age

Building a Culture of Conscious Leadership

2022-08-22

what is consciousness what is life what is the universe this book explores these three interconnected questions providing deep
insights into the past present and future of consciousness research consciousness life and the universe builds a unified view of
consciousness across biological chemical and physical scales tracing the natural connections from the infinitesimally small
to the infinitely big from quantum fields and elementary particles to molecules cells and living organisms to the cosmos from
the evolution of life to the evolution of the universe and to the future of humanity the book provides a unified framework for
future consciousness studies and identifies the scientific and technological approaches that are essential for further
understanding consciousness through this pioneering research approach the book clearly redefines consciousness and life and
conceives a plausible view of the origin and nature of the universe this is a must read for students and researchers in
consciousness studies cognitive psychology cognitive science and neuroscience as well as anyone interested in the biological
and physical basis of consciousness and the history and evolution of consciousness research

Consciousness

1991-01-21

as modern technologies continue to develop and evolve the ability of users to interface with new systems becomes a
paramount concern research into new ways for humans to make use of advanced computers and other such technologies is
necessary to fully realize the potential of 21st century tools human computer interaction concepts methodologies tools
and applications gathers research on user interfaces for advanced technologies and how these interfaces can facilitate new
developments in the fields of robotics assistive technologies and computational intelligence this four volume reference
contains cutting edge research for computer scientists faculty and students of robotics digital science and networked
communications and clinicians invested in assistive technologies this seminal reference work includes chapters on topics
pertaining to system usability interactive design mobile interfaces virtual worlds and more

Evolution of Consciousness

2004

this book provides a framework grounded in the international coach federation s eight core competencies for understanding the
coaching relationship and how it benefits the client it helps the reader to understand the wide variety of applications of
personal coaching and explains the change and coaching models that have evolved over decades

Educational Leadership and Moral Literacy

2014-03-18

publisher description

Insights in consciousness research 2021

2023-05-31

framing consciousness in art examines how the conscious mind enacts and processes the frame that both surrounds the work of
art yet is also shown as an element inside its space these frames in frames may be seen in works by teniers vel�zquez vermeer
degas rodin and cartier bresson and in the films of alfred hitchcock and bu�uel the book also deals with framing in a variety of
cultural contexts indian chinese and african going beyond euro american formalist and aesthetic concerns which dominate
critical theories of the frame

Awareness: Digital Witchcraft: Building Your Book of Shadows in the Tech Age

2024-02-20

the book consists of research contributions dealing with the crucial notion of situationalawareness within assistive smart
systems emerging as an overarching concept an appliedcomputer science character has been retained whilst bringing to the fore
research projectswhere formal knowledge representation and reasoning techniques have been demonstrated to be applicableto
areas within the broader field of ambient intelligence and smart environments pios press is an international science technical and
medical publisher of high quality books for academics scientists and professionals in all fields psome of the areas we publish
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Consciousness, Life and the Universe

2024-04-23

our spiritual destiny manifesting new bodies discusses the ways that evolutionary forces are continuing to unfold through
all gradations of life it explains the purpose of human life as the expansion of consciousness in matter through ongoing body
development we have the choice to fulfill this purpose consciously at an accelerated pace by changing and raising the matter
of our bodies to a level of our divine essence utilizing the capacities of our higher selves within an initiatory framework of
growth and transmutation we can actively participate in our body development thereby helping to expedite the manifestation
of new bodies the following are passages from various chapters in the book from alignment clarification many of the ancient
wisdom traditions sacred religious texts and modern day writers have all alluded to some form of physical transcendence life
extension or the raising and refinement of the physical body from the past each culture religion or entity has its own
interpretation and language of what the stories mean or symbolize and how they apply to the present day i believe that many
of these references relate to physical ascension physical body perfection or physical immortality all include the same premise
that our bodies are of a nature and essence which enable their transformation from our journey into matter i have come to see
all of creation as a work in progress gradually working its way towards fulfillment through evolutionary forces matter is
continually being prepared to express ever higher aspects of consciousness in our physical life it may not always seem like it
but i also believe we are important agents of change for the expansion of consciousness in the world our immortal human spirit
repeatedly reincarnates within humanity with increasing experience to help unfold and expand a higher plan for matter however
our main problem with this task is that by taking physical form in matter bodies we cannot remember our divine origins in the
inner unseen realms from remembering some religious scholars suggest that the essence of all sacred material is somehow buried
deep within our being if this is true then helping us remember must be the intent and purpose of all divinely inspired sacred books
spiritual literature and cultural myths in the world somewhere in our being or higher self we already know the purpose of
physical life in matter as evolution progresses and our consciousness expands through time we are incrementally working
towards remembering this purpose from spiritual orientation and alignment for most of us the physical demands of our daily
lives capture our conscious attention and vital energies this happens gradually within our ritualized patterns and daily
activities through this physical focus and orientation the crystallizing force in matter constructs barriers within our
consciousness and bodies that maintain and reinforce this alignment because of its compelling and coalescing nature our life
energies are drained through attachment to the form and routine of our lives as a result we usually feel and believe we have
little left over to devote to our spiritual development from health and new body alignment most people have grown up with a
body centered identity everything about living in the world seems to condition us to identify with this orientation the realities
of physical life throughout history have encouraged us to strengthen build up or perfect our natural body in one way or
another this alignment has ensured the survival of our species even today in our modern world we continue to value the
attributes of physical strength fitness and vitality as the ultimate experience of a good life from the standpoint of our
present bodies and our collective beliefs about them this orientation is helpful and necessary however

Mindfulness mastery: transform your life with present moment awareness

2015-10-02

this book brings forward an extraordinary refreshing point of view of the first teaching of the reality beyond duality into the
trinity of your true essence the diamond geometry of light activates the full dna and accelerates the ascension process this
book offers specific exercises and practices that help you use these tools to breath the diamond light back into your
awareness the female merkaba is an important component to the diamond light it is a message for everyone and specifically
useful for those people that are ready to take the next step in their own personal evolution broadening your awareness is the
key

Human-Computer Interaction: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications

2022

this book details a model of consciousness supported by scientific experimental data from the human brain it presents how the
corollary discharge of attention movement codam neural network model allows for a scientific understanding of
consciousness as well as provides a solution to the mind body problem the book provides readers with a general approach to
consciousness that is powerful enough to lead to the inner self and its ramifications for the vast range of human experiences
it also offers an approach to the evolution of human consciousness and features chapters on mental disease especially
schizophrenia and on meditative states including drug induced states of mind solving the mind body problem bridges the gap that
exists between philosophers of mind and the neuroscience community allowing the enormous weight of theorizing on the nature
of mind to be brought to earth and put under the probing gaze of the scientific facts of life and mind

Foundations of Professional Coaching

2002-07-15

location awareness in the age of google maps explores the mundane act of navigating cities in the age of digital mapping
infrastructures noone follows the frictions routing through google maps categorising and classifying of spatial information
complicating the assumption that digital maps distort a sense of direction noone argues that google maps location
awareness does more than just organise and orient a representation of space it also organises and orients imaginaries of
publicness selfsufficiency legibility and error at the same time location awareness in the age of google maps helps to animate
the ordinary ways people are challenging and refusing google maps vision of the world drawing on an arts based field study
spanning the streets of london new york london toronto and amsterdam noone s encounters of asking for directions open up
lines of inquiry and spatial scores that cut through google s universal mapping project location awareness in the age of
google maps will be essential reading for information studies and media studies scholars and students with an interest in
embodied information practices critical information studies and critical data studies the book will also appeal to an urban
studies audience engaged in work on the digital city and the datafication of urban environments
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Consciousness and Language

2009

this book is about the neuroscience of you and the mind body connection starting with the evolution of awareness the book
will explain the theory of mind and how it relates to our ability to recognize ourselves in the mirror in the second part the
book will discuss the philosophy of consciousness and how we could create consciousness with artificial intelligence who is
this for what is it about what will it do for me this book is for anyone interested in the inner mechanisms that make up you
your consciousness your perception of self and your awareness while it raises significant philosophic and scientific questions
it is an introductory book and can be read and understood by anyone new to the topic the book explains how our brain
evolved over millions of years what damage to our brain can do to our conscious experience of the world and how we could
recreate human consciousness in a mechanical system for you the reader the book will provide you with a new perspective on
free will consciousness and philosophy imagine one of our ancestors in the distant past sitting near a lake lost in thought she
looks into the water and sees her reflection then for the first time in the evolutionary history of humans the question is asked
what is this experience i have of myself unbeknownst to her that question would vex humanity through modern times today
there is again an entity looking into a proverbial lake and examining its reflection while artificial intelligence is still in its
infancy it is on the verge of recognizing itself and asking the same question who am i the closer we come to a machine that seems
to be as intelligent as a human being the more we start to worry about our own subjective experience if a computer eventually
becomes indistinguishable from us what makes humans special what is our role in the universe if we are so similar to a computer
program does your brain need you at all in this book i will examine from the ground up questions about consciousness many
steps toward the understanding of the self will tell you nothing about the self until your right hemisphere connects
everything into one idea as you understand the concept such an insight is also called an epiphany using a brain scanner we can
actually observe someone having an epiphany when the brain s right hemisphere suddenly buzzes with activity while the left
hemisphere deals with concrete entities the right hemisphere helps with looking for alternative meanings for example the left
hemisphere might identify a bank as a financial institution while the right hemisphere also considers it to be the edge of a river
riverbank in the old indo aryan language sanskrit an epiphany leading you to the answer about who you are is called bodhi
which literally means awakening or enlightenment similarly the name buddha means the awakened one or the enlightened one a
similar idea can be found in zen buddhism as satori which corresponds to a very sudden insight this book shows some of the
steps leading to satori combining the insights of philosophers and scientists into a new idea of what the self means with this
knowledge we can better reflect on our own values and act according to reality rather than just blindly following someone
else s beliefs my goal with the book is to give you an introduction to neuroscience that is not scattered into different parts i
aim to focus on helping you to answer the following questions what is the self does your brain even need a self is there a
consciousness beyond the body what is this seemingly mysterious subjective experience we share how can we think dream plan
feel and make decisions

Framing Consciousness in Art

2012

Situational Awareness for Assistive Technologies

2007-10-22

Our Spiritual Destiny

2010-07-10

Diamond Light Awareness

2013-12-05

Solving the Mind-Body Problem by the CODAM Neural Model of Consciousness?

2024-07-12

Location Awareness in the Age of Google Maps

2021-01-01

Does Your Brain Need You? An Introduction to Neuroscience and Consciousness
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